We study here the location of the zeros of linear combinations of polynomials of the form /(z) -\g(z), where f(z) and g(z) are arbitrary polynomials with complex coefficients and X is a complex number. It is known [3] that this question is closely connected with the study of the zeros of polynomials of the form (z -a)n -\(z -ß)r, which indeed is the main object of this paper.
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We start with a particular case. where \1/n assumes all the nth roots of \.
Proof. The equation f(z) -\g(z) = 0 can be replaced by Grace's theorem [3] by the equation (z -a)n -X(z -ß)n/2 = 0, where \a -a\^ru and \ß-b\ gr2. Solving for z we obtain
Denoting generically the region \z -c\ by C(c,R) we have a-ßGCin-b.n + rd, For M + N < 1 a bound for the same is ((n -r + rN)/(n -rM)) ^ 1.
(2) Theorem 2 was proved independently and by a different method by Mishael Zedek [5] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Different estimates can be obtained by means of estimates similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 2, which are sharp for X = 0 or asymptotically for X -> oo. We indicate some of them which are of a relatively simple form. 
where r = nk, k 2i 2.
--1^-n 7i-. The zeros of gx(z) are in C(6,r2+1). Since /i(z) and gi(z) are both of degree n we can use the result in [3] to obtain (6).
We conclude this discussion by proving some results about the location of part of the zeros of the polynomial (z -a)n -X(z -ß)r. fl='a P\ (r + \r-2n\).
2(r -n)
It follows in particular that for r = 2n, the circle |z -a\ ^ \ a -ß\ contains exactly n zeros of the polynomial (2 -a)" -\(z -ß)r.
The following theorem generalizes a result due to Biernacki and Jankowski [1] , [2] . The estimate \z\ ^ R' is due to Biernacki [l] . For large r, R tends to Max(i?"fl2).
